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Chess
Nepo’s playbook
Luke McShane
Ian Nepomniachtchi is back for more. The former
world championship challenger left his rivals in
the dust at the Candidates tournament in Madrid,
seizing victory with a round to spare. So he will
once again challenge Magnus Carlsen, in a world
championship match slated for 2023. Or will he?
A few weeks after beating Nepomniachtchi the
first time around (in Dubai 2021), Carlsen stoked
some intrigue when he stated: ‘It is unlikely that I
will play another match unless maybe if the next
challenger represents the next generation.’
‘Nepo’ does not fit the bill; at 31, he is the same
age as Carlsen. Many (including me) still doubt
that Carlsen will abdicate, although if he does,
then the Candidates runner-up, Ding Liren, could
find himself propelled into a world championship
match against Nepomniachtchi.
Carlsen has often criticised the traditional
format of the world championship match, so one
plausible compromise would be an event with an
altered format, perhaps including faster games.
In Madrid, Nepomniachtchi led from the start
and was the only player to survive the event
undefeated. Indeed, after he won the previous
Candidates tournament in Yekaterinburg, the
Russian noted that in the second half of the event
‘not losing’ was a key part of his strategy. He was
not being facetious. As a commentator to earlier
events, he had seen even the strongest players
lose their equanimity amid the ups and downs.
His playbook was much the same in Madrid.
Punchy games in the first half, such as the one
below, built him a commanding lead. In the
second half, he steered his White games towards
safety, conserving energy for his remaining
games with the Black pieces.
Ian Nepomniachtchi–Jan-Krzysztof Duda
Fide Candidates (6), Madrid, June 2022
1 Nf3 d5 2 g3 Bg4 3 Bg2 e6 4 O-O Nd7 5 h3
Bh5 6 d4 Ngf6 7 c4 c6 8 cxd5 exd5 9 Ne5
This lunge looks premature, but the following
exchange of all four knights serves to accelerate
White’s development. Black allows that because
the alternative 9…Be7 10.f4 is even less desirable;
the Bh5 faces imminent danger from g3-g4 and
f4-f5. Nxe5 10 dxe5 Ne4 11 Nd2 Nxd2

PUZZLE NO. 710
White to play. J. Polgar-Carlsen, Casual blitz
game, Madrid 2022. Carlsen’s last move 15…
Ra8-c8 was a losing blunder. How did Judit Polgar
exploit it? Answers should be emailed to chess@
spectator.co.uk by Monday 11 July. There is a
prize of £20 for the first correct answer out of a
hat. Please include a postal address and allow six
weeks for prize delivery.
Last week’s solution 1 Be5! Black resigned.
Either rook capture allows Qxg7 mate, or 1…
Bxe5 2 Qxe8+ Kh7 3 Qg6+ and Rd8+
Last week’s winner Simon Brunning, Putney,
London
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Competition
Prosaic
Lucy Vickery
White to play, position after 23…Qb4xb2
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12 Bxd2 Bc5 13 Rc1 Qe7 14 Kh2 O-O
15 g4 Bg6 16 f4 h6 16…f5 was a radical
attempt to restrain White’s pawn steamroller, as
played in Svidler–Karjakin, Wijk aan Zee 2018.
But Svidler kept the advantage with enterprising
play: 17 Qb3 Rad8 18 gxf5 Bxf5 19 Rxc5 Qxc5
20 e4 followed by Bd2-b4 17 Qe1 17 f5 Bh7
18 Bf4 Bb6! Prepares Bb6-c7, and the e5 pawn
is hard to defend. Rfe8 18 Qg3 Bh7 19 h4
Rad8 20 g5 hxg5 21 hxg5 At first sight,
White has ceded the f5 square to Black’s bishop.
But 21…Bf5 22.Qh4! poses severe problems,
due to the simple threat of Rh1, Kg3 and Qh8
mate. Bb4 22 Bxb4 Qxb4 23 f5 Qxb2 (see
diagram) Instead, 23…g6 24 f6 is hideous, so
Black tries to collect as many pawns as possible.
The snag is that White’s heavy pieces work well
on the newly opened files. 24 e6 fxe6 25 g6
exf5 26 gxh7+ Kh8 27 Rb1 Qf6 28 Rxb7
Rxe2 29 Rxf5 Qh6+ 30 Kg1 Rxa2 31 Rbf7
The g7 pawn is the real target, but White must
seal off the f-file first. 31 Rg5? Ra1+ 32 Bf1
Rf8! turns the tables. Ra1+ 32 Bf1 d4 33 Rg5
Qd6 34 Qf2 Qa3 Laying a trap. After
35 Rfxg7 Qe3! is an extraordinary resource
which actually saves the game. 36 Rg8+ Kxh7
37 Qxe3 (not 37 Rxd8 Qxg5+) dxe3 38 Rxd8
e2! 39 Rf8 e1=Q and Black has at least a draw.
35 Rg3 A final note of precision. When the
queen runs away, Rf7xg7 crashes through.
Black resigns
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In Competition No. 3256, you were invited
to take a well-known poem and recast it as
a short story.
Ben Hale’s ‘The Cockney Amorist’ sent
me back to the delights of John Betjeman’s
debut album Banana Blush (dismissed by the
poet himself as ‘a vulgar pop song record’
but a favourite of John Peel). An honourable mention also goes to Nick MacKinnon,
whose ‘The Rabbit Catcher’ reunited Sylvia
Plath and Ted Hughes.
The winners earn £25 each.
Dear Mother, just letting you know I got engaged
to a subaltern after a tennis match. You know, that
dreadful sport you consider so unladylike. You’ll
never catch a man, Joan, you said, by racing
boyishly around a court. Never beat a man in any
game, you warned me, in case he takes offence.
But he was charmed, Mother, charmed by my
beating him outright. He admired my tan (yes, I
wore shorts), and Father’s euonymus (never bore a
man by talking of plants, Joan). We sipped gin
(alcoholic drinks, Mother!) and I drove (a man
escorts a lady, Joan) to the Golf Club. We sat
unchaperoned in the car – are you having vapours
yet, Mother? Yes, Miss J.H. Dunn will be married,
and under an archway of tennis rackets. I am sorry
to disappoint you, Mother, but I am simply too
practical to be any poet’s muse.
Janine Beacham/‘A Subaltern’s Love Song’
Why did Farmer Ledlow turn sky pilot? Attend
and I’ll tell. His farm were out Chalk Martin way;
arable, mostly. Busy enough most seasons, turn of
year would find Ledlow uncommon idle. One year,
1899 he attests, as sick of comparing seed drill
specifications as of the kin he hosted every Yuletide,
he sallies out, telling his wife he’s checking a
coppice gate but in truth merely leaning thereupon
thinking black thoughts into the dimming dusk. Of a
sudden, he hearkens to this wondrous song issuing
miraculous from an ancient thrush of famished
demeanour. Him being fanciful well-read yet
knowing nothing of how starveling birds, in
extremis, do give their futile all shortly afore
expiration, this joyous trilling fair overwhelms
Ledlow, confounding his Schopenhauerian
pessimism and fulfilling God’s promise, or so he
feverishly told the Parson upon declaring a vocation.
Our cat Jess had the bird New Year’s morn.
Adrian Fry/‘The Darkling Thrush’
My parents were dragging me to some crummy
wedding when this crazy old guy stops me and
starts jawing on about how he was a sailor and all.
I tried not to listen – the guy was a royal pain in
the ass if you want to know the truth – but I
couldn’t help taking some of it in, how he’d shot
some big goddamn seagull or something and that
was the start of his troubles. They couldn’t move
for weeks – I knew that feeling ferchrissakes –
then met a ghost ship, lousy with skeletons and all.
Honestly, you never heard such a load of crap in
your life. Anyways, what really got me was he’d
already been to see this holy roller in the woods and
bored the ass off him, so why did he have to bother
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me? But that’s some people for you – all they think
of is themselves.
David Shields/‘The Rime of the Ancient Mariner’
Jim was a lovely boy but, fatally, he knew too
much. He had to be dealt with. ‘I’ll take good care
of him,’ promised his new nurse, Kya. ‘How about
a trip to the zoo?’ ‘Oh, you angel,’ beamed his
mother. ‘What a delightful idea!’ First she took him
to the aquatic house, to see the American marsh
crawfish. A sentimental journey. Then onto the
lions. Ponto, the zoo’s celebrated carnivore, was
not, frankly, in the best of moods. Having not eaten
for a fortnight, as arranged, and his only stimulation
being constant photos and videos of Jim, the scent
of Jim’s underclothes, and interminable lessons on
opening his cage, Ponto was hangry, to say the
least. The court heard that Jim ‘ran away from his
nurse’. The judge, however, in his summing-up,
struck a cautionary note: ‘Always check references
and get an up-to-date CRB check.’
David Silverman/‘Jim, who Ran Away from His
Nurse and was Eaten by a Lion’
They threw us out of Eden about noon. Why? Just
for eating an edible fruit. Sure, we’d been warned.
Raphael made a flying visit to underline the taboo.
But figure it out. The Creator was sitting pretty.
He’d faced down a revolt by Lucifer and his
following. He’d furnished me with Eden, a fantastic
garden of my own. Those were the two faces of the
Creator’s omnipotence. A perfect paradise if you
obeyed Him, eternal screaming agony should you
be independent-minded.
Except the perfect paradise wasn’t. A man can
get lonely being unique. So I prayed for a
companion.
Well, it took some surgery but I got what I
sought. Or so I imagined. She was a hot number.
Melting. I didn’t know about the snake thing till
too late.
But the Creator knew. He always knew, the
bastard.
Just remember. Be careful what you wish for.
Basil Ransome-Davies/‘Paradise Lost’
The expatriate poète américain subterranean in
Paris, polyglot translator, transformer and
transcender of poets and poetry idioms both ancient
and modern. Translations from Chinese without
knowledge of the original language a specialty.
Intuitive comprehension of the literary Asian mind
a proud aesthetic asset. Nouns and adjectives
unencumbered by verbs here on this day in this
simultaneously specific and universal moment of
public encounter midst all the bustling private
business, the ceaseless to and fro of arrival,
departure, transit. An evocative intellectual and
emotional complex in a new-made instant of time.
Faces in this crowded place, each one individually
real, yet all together a concatenation of abstraction,
naught but an apparition. A moist, fragrant nature
poetry tradition the touchstone. Modern, arid steel
and combustion the urban reality. The keenly
perceptive mind’s search for the startling and
appropriate image. Petals, colour nor scent
specified, on a bough wet and black. Sheer genius!
Chris O’Carroll/‘In a Station of the Metro’

NO. 3259: COUNT Y LINES
You are invited to submit a poem entitled
‘A(n) [insert county of your choice] Lad’.
Please email entries of up to 16 lines to
lucy@spectator.co.uk by midday on 20 July.
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Crossword
2563: Areas for
development
by Lavatch
11 Across (two words) suggests
the other unclued lights, which
are all one-word anagrams of
words of a kind (one of two
words).

		Across
1 More mawkish sot that
is hugged by sister (8)
8 They may be catching
insects (4)
12 Indian manager’s
hesitation, in trouble (5)
14 Like a diplomat dancing
one-step (7, two words)
16 Rear female animal (4)
17 Host picked up case of
Malbec (5)
18 Awful or decent
mathematician’s locus (8)
21 Earl has mostly calm
month (4)
22 Passion following wrath
(4)
26 Oddly, some ruin this
Hindu sacred writing (6)
27 Skill about filling service
flask (7)
30 Sent over great doctor
for foot (4)
37 Sign one wears large
undergarment (5)
38 Russian vehicle made by
Apple? (4)
39 Priest hosts ally in island
(7, two words)
41 Rocky peninsula clear
in period of darkness
(14, two words)
42 Military decoration’s for
bovids (4)
43 Bit of the woodwork put
out by pub (8)
		Down
1 Bit of material, section to
keep an eye on (6)
3 Avoids actor’s finale in
parodies (6)

4 Clan leader has tattoo on
his bum about love (7)
5 What I’d like to be, say,
over current agreement
(8, two words)
7 Name a very soft Liberal
in high spirits (11)
8 Life, note, in ecological
community (5)
9 Barge in river crossed by
old goat with money (9)
10 First Lady taken in less
tight arms (7)
13 Football team cracked a
rib’s bony parts (8)
15 French friend seizes
old buffoon madly (11)
19 Family with a bear in
Asian mountain (8)
24 One hugging corrupt
influencer of trial (8)
26 Commercial shopping
area has cut down
(7, two words)
32 Is a bar going wild for
parties? (6)
33 Wave, dropping king’s
cup (6)
34 Spin with ace compilers
in Malay boats (5)
36 In Paris, you left it for
US city (5)

A first prize of £30 for the first
correct solution opened on 25
July. There are two runners-up
prizes of £20. Please scan or
photograph entries and email
them (including the crossword
number in the subject field) to
crosswords@spectator.co.uk –
the dictionary prize is not
available. We will accept postal
entries again at some point.
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SOLUTION TO 2560: OBIT VI
The perimetric names are NIJINSKY, NEVER SAY DIE,
CREPELLO, THE MINSTREL, ROBERTO and TEENOSO, six of the nine Derby winners ridden by Lester Piggott who died on the 29th of May, the other three being ST
PADDY (22), SIR IVOR (33) and EMPERY (4). DERBY
(15) and LESTER (35) were to be shaded.
First prize David Baldwin, Headingley, Leeds
Runners-up Clare Reynolds, London SE24
Colin Clarke, Boughspring, Chepstow
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